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Questions to Donna Price 

 

 

1. The expiring Board, along with the majority of members, voted you out in 2016 from the 

Board due to your actions deemed contrary to FEVR's interests and it was reported since that 

you have not shown willingness to work as a delegate or changed your attitude towards 

FEVR. Why did you decide to start over as a member of the board and what are your true 

intentions towards FEVR?  

 

2. You founded the Irish association, founded and co-chair a new global alliance for road 

victims, IRVP, which collaborates with 140 NGOs around the world. Due to this more 

important role in the ecosystem of road victims, you certainly have a lot of visibility, decision-

making power, power of influence towards Global and European institutions and 

associations. Could you therefore kindly explain what you are willing to achieve as a FEVR 

board member that you cannot, already, with your Irish and global alliances? 

 

3. You write that you have been a FEVR delegate since 2010 and that “for over a decade IRVA 

has been an active contributor to the work of the Federation.....” 

Since both you and Susan Gray attended the Rome meeting as members of PARC and as 

FEVR guests at this meeting and at the one the following year, this statement is clearly not 

accurate: 

On which date was IRVA established? 

 

4. FEVR and many of its member organisations have carried out pioneering work on behalf of 

road crash victims for 20 years before you came to FEVR or set up your organisation, and 

they have shared their knowledge and shown the way to more newly established 

organisations, such as PARC and IRVA, introducing you and your colleague from PARC to their 

long established international connections and giving you through FEVR access to them.  

 

Please provide a list of any specific “active contributions to the work of FEVR“ that you have 

made during 5 years (not 10) - from 2012 - 2017 

 

5. Who proposed you to the Board of FEVR and when did you become a board member? 

 

6. At the 2016 GA in Lisbon, after long discussions over two days, you were voted off the Board 

by the majority of members (15:3, with 2 abstentions) due to actions against the interests of 

FEVR 
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From the minutes: ‘The board was very clear that Donna’s behaviour was a serious issue 

of trust and trouble causing confusion among the victim community, in addition to failure 

to collaborate as a team member. Several members had tried to convince Donna to step down of her 

own accord from the board. As this was not agreed by Donna, there had to be a vote.’ 
 

This new application for board membership is therefore astonishing, so please give a list of 

all the actions carried out by you (as FEVR member and delegate) in support of FEVR since 

2017 until now. 

 

We have knowledge of negative actions and therefore need to ask - what is your genuine 

intention of this application? 

 

7. You write “IRVP is a partnership of over 140 NGOs from all regions of the world” 

 

Which FEVR member organisations have you asked to join IRVP and which are now already 

members of IRVP?  

 

8. You write “There is no greater calling than to try to save lives and prevent injury.” FEVR has 

led the way in doing this for 30 years and that you want to work together.... as part of the 

team. What are your specific proposals and assurances in view of the past? 

 

 






